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Kickasswank. the shit stops here....Q: Unit test ServiceOperationAsync I'd like to
unit test a ServiceOperationAsync (Service to Service Operation) via Moq, but I

cannot find any Moq mock that will perform asynchronous operations
with.Result. I've tried setting the AsyncQueryOptions parameters to their

defaults, but it still doesn't work. When I execute the code, I get this exception:
The 'Result' property of Service1 cannot be set to a null value. I've found other
articles that indicate that the.Result property is read-only, but I don't want to

make it read-only. I just want to unit test it, and I'm not interested in testing the
entire service operation. Any ideas? My code (simplified): Service1.cs public
class Service1: IService1 { private IUserRepository _userRepository; public

Service1(IUserRepository userRepository) { _userRepository = userRepository;
} public ServiceOperationResult SetUser(string username) { var user =
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